Pedal Power with Pattie

Life looks different when you're traveling at the speed of bike. Possibly
friendlier. Often simpler. And usually more clear about what needs to
change.
While exercising your right to public space, face to face with
humanity, you can improve your health, reduce stress, and save money,
thereby maybe freeing yourself from a few worries. No wonder teen girls
and women all over the USA are riding bikes to freedom, especially now
during these challenging times.
Wanna join us? This free class, delivered two ways, can help increase
your know-how and ability at the pace that makes you most comfortable.
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If you know how to pedal a bike and have access to a bike in good
working condition with at least three gears, this holistic, inclusive class may be
just what you need to learn, improve, or refresh your bike skills. (Truth? You
don't even really need to ride a bike to benefit from this class, so if you're still at
the "thinking about riding" stage, taking this class is a great next step!)
If you choose to take the class via text delivery (fun fact: it’s the first bike
class delivered via text in the world!), you receive a text message once a day
over 22 consecutive days at a time you determine. Each includes:
* a visual;
* a brief intro to the day’s topic;
* 3 quick, helpful bullets;
* a Bonus Link.
Click "enroll" and then choose the delivery option you prefer (SMS, which
is text directly to your phone; Facebook; or WhatsApp). The class is delivered
through Arist.co — I don't have access to your phone number.
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You can also choose to access this class day-by-day (or all at once) here in
this PDF. It’s the exact same content as what’s delivered via text. You can do
what's suggested (or not — no pressure here) whenever you want. Time
commitment for improved skills: less than 2 minutes a day (plus any additional
time you spend on the Bonus Links and on practicing).
I am certified to teach the League of American Bicyclists' Smart Cycling
curriculum, from which I created this proprietary class for you (with additions
from my lived experience as well as research specific to girls and women in
public spaces). I am also the author of a book named Traveling at the Speed of
Bike, and a blog by the same name. You can see it here, if interested.
And let's not get hung up on paperwork. As this class has no in-person or
live online component where I could assess your progress, I am not requiring
signed releases to participate in the class. Note that the League of American
Bicyclists and I are not liable for any action you take as a result of participating.
Use good judgment, ok?
Trust the journey,
Pattie Baker
League Cycling Instructor (#5384)

____
I am able to develop and offer free classes such as this thanks to your support of my
book, Traveling at the Speed of Bike. All proceeds are used to help empower more girls and
women. I use all proceeds from the sale of my other book, Food for My Daughters, to help
provide fresh food to those in need. I’m an indie author and your support is greatly
appreciated. I’m currently working on a new book about leaving suburbia for Peace Corps
Uganda (for which I was scheduled to leave June 2, 2020 — delayed until August 2021 due to
COVID-19). If interested, you can see an excerpt here.
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Day 1: Hi!
Thank you for joining me on a joy-based journey.
In less than two minutes a day, you'll get the basics so you feel more
comfortable traveling at the speed of bike. Plus, I give you a little something fun
or helpful each day as a bonus link. If you have more time and interest, you get
additional bonus resources at the end. (Note: If you need in-person physical or
emotional support to ride a bike, please enlist a trusted buddy and take any
other precautions to ensure your safety and enjoyment.)
Bottom line? You're not alone. Women rode bikes to freedom way back at
the turn of the 20th century, and we’re doing it again all over the USA.
You go, girl. You got this.
Bonus Link
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Day 2: Thinking about Riding
"Whatever you do, or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius and
power and magic in it." —Goethe
Thinking about your goals will make it easier to make traveling at the
speed of bike a habit. So, today, let's just ponder these questions:
1. What kind of bike riding do you see yourself doing? Sports/cycling?
Fun and fitness in the park? Bike as transportation for work, errands, going to/
from school with kids?
2. What are conditions like where you will be riding? Hilly? Hot? Rainy?
Snowy? Paved/unpaved? Urban/suburban/rural? (Note: some of the most
accessible places to ride are actually in dense cities, so don't rule them out if
you're worried about safety.)
3. How much investment do you want to make? (You absolutely do not
need to spend a lot of money to enjoy traveling at the speed of bike. My bike,
Magic, was found discarded on the side of the road and a friend repaired it for
me for free. I painted her and added homemade tassels made from Sunday
newspaper delivery bags -- meet her in the Bonus Link below!)
Bonus Link
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Day 3: Bike Choice
Bottom line: Any bike is better than no bike (and you certainly don't need
one that's expensive). However, a bike that meets your goals and fits you well
will be one you ride more often and feel better about. There are lots of choices,
including mountain, hybrid, road, adult tricycle, cargo, recumbent, and hand
bike. Many styles come with electric options as well.
Tips:
1. If you already have a bike you like and it just needs fixing, bring it to
your local bike shop (or see if they make home visits) or check out a local bike
cooperative. I had a bike in my attic for 20 years that cost me just $35 to put
back in action. You may also be able to barter for a bike from a friend who isn't
using it.
2. If you are purchasing a bike from a local bike shop, make sure to tell the
salesperson about your goals and the conditions of where you are riding.
3. Consider using bikeshare, if it's available where you want to ride. Some
bikeshare systems are even free to use, priced on a sliding scale based on ability
to pay, or paid for by your employer or university.
Bonus Link
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Day 4: Clothes Choice
Let's just nip this one in the bud right away — you don't need any special
clothes to ride a bike. I typically wear regular everyday clothes (you can tie long
skirts in a knot or use the "penny trick" on the Bonus Link below). However,
"performance" clothing can increase your comfort and visibility (keeping you
sweat-free or being reflective at night, for instance), if it's within your budget to
purchase.
More tips:
1. Check that any clothing you wear doesn't dangle in a way where it
could get caught in your chain.
2. Tops that are a little longer (or longer in the back) may be more
comfortable, especially if you're bent over a road or racing bike. Bike shorts
worn under skirts and dresses will keep you from being exposed.
3. Wearing a bike helmet is recommended by the League of American
Bicyclists and is usually required for those under the age of 16. Position it so the
top is two fingers from your eyebrows, the straps form a "v" around your ears,
and you can fit no more than two fingers between your chin and the strap.
Bonus Link
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Day 5: Route Choice
"Two roads diverged in a wood and I took the one less traveled by, and
that has made all the difference." — Robert Frost
With all due respect to Robert Frost (and I actually often recite this poem
while traveling at the speed of bike — see Bonus Link), the road less traveled
may not be your best choice, especially as a woman, since you may find yourself
somewhere isolated. Consider these tips:
1. Go where you see bike riders already, especially if they are on the kind
of bike you are riding. They have found routes that work. Start small and
expand over time.
2. Ask a friend who rides her bike already what routes she recommends
that meet your goals and the level of risk you are willing to assume.
3. See if there are bike accessibility maps for where you want to ride.
Sometimes there's a great alternate route just a block or two over that you may
not discover otherwise.
Bonus Link
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Day 6: Fuel Choice
One of the great joys of bike riding is that you boost your metabolism and
burn calories — which means hello doughnuts! It's no wonder that bike riders
frequent local businesses, especially places to eat, more often than other people.
But, let's be real here. You need real food with real nutrition to fuel your rides.
Here's what I find works:
1. Have a good, healthy meal before you ride.
2. Carry easy-to-eat healthy snacks. My go-to choices are grapes, bananas,
and dried dates. If you live somewhere with public fruit trees (you'd be
surprised how many there are out there), include them into your routes when
fruit is ripe.
3. Stay ahead of your hunger so you don't "bonk." This is when you get
suddenly very hungry after putting some miles behind you. Also, make sure you
carry water with you and sip often. It helps also to figure out safe, secure places
to use bathrooms on your regular routes so that you are not hesitant to hydrate.
Bonus Link
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Day 7: Right before Riding
Let's reduce or eliminate as many potential problems as possible from even
happening — starting with making sure your bike is "ride ready." The League of
American Bicyclists recommends doing the "ABC Quick Check" before you ride
your bike each time. Here are some helpful things to have handy. (Note many
cities are installing free-to-use bike fix-it stations in parks and at transit stations
that have tools and an air pump. They may be broken, however.)
1. Something called a multi-tool that you can get at a bike shop or online.
It's a handy collection of mini-tools commonly used for minor bike repairs and
adjustments. Mine dangles off my keychain. It's great for tightening a loose
screw.
2. An air pump for bikes. If you're getting a new one, it's helpful to get one
that can fit both types of common bike tube valves (Presta — the skinny one
that you twist to open before filling; and Schraeder — the fat one).
3. Bike lube. I like one that both degreases and lubes at the same time. You
may also want to find an old t-shirt as well — we'll be using that.
Bonus Link
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Day 8: A Is for Air
"All I need is the air that I breathe, and to love you." Remember that song?
Well, your bike needs air, too, to show you its full love. Fully-inflated tires will
bear your weight and usually handle the terrain conditions for which they are
intended. Although it does increase the risk for what's called pinch flats, there
are times when you might want to under-inflate your tires a bit on purpose, such
as in high heat when the air inside the tire will naturally expand a bit — or, truth
be told, if you simply find it more comfortable.
See the Bonus Link for a recommended pump and how to use one, from
Arleigh Greenwald, a mom and life-long bike industry employee with over 18+
years as a professional mechanic who owns a bike shop in Aurora, Colorado
named Bike Shop Girl Family Cyclery.
In general:
1. Inflate tires to the pressure listed on the side of the tire.
2. Use a pressure gauge to insure proper pressure.
3. Check for damage on tires and replace if damaged.
Bonus Link
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Day 9: B is for Brakes
If you're like me, you may call bike parts the "thingies." Well, brake pads
are the thingies that rub up against the rim of the bike wheel in order to provide
resistance that leads to slowing or stopping. (These are called rim brakes. You
may have disc brakes or drum brakes instead.) They wear out. It's no biggie.
You can get them replaced.
Additionally, the cables that go from the brakes to the brake levers on your
handlebars (the thingies you squeeze to slow or stop) get loose over time. They
occasionally need to be tightened or replaced.
In short, here's your brake checklist:
1. Inspect pads for wear; replace if there is less than ¼" of pad left.
2. Check pad adjustment; make sure they do not rub the tire. You may also
want to make sure there are no leaves or other debris stuck between them and
the tires.
3. Look to see that you can fit your thumb between the brake lever and the
handlebar when the brakes are squeezed all the way. If not, it's tightening time.
You can do this by turning a thingy called a barrel adjuster (see Bonus Link
below for how, from Jenni from the London Bike Kitchen).
Bonus Link
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Day 10: C Is for Cranks
No, cranks are not folks who honk at you. They're the "arms" that your
pedals are attached to. They act as levers. These can get loose and may need
tightening. While checking the cranks, check the chain. It gets dirty, filled with
debris, and stretched over time. It needs to be cleaned and occasionally replaced.
It can also "fall off" and may need to be repositioned before you ride.
In short:
1. Pull your cranks away from the bike – if they are loose, tighten the bolt.
2. Check your that your chain is free of rust and gunk. Occasionally, clean
it. (Turn your bike upside down on its handlebars on the ground. Cut a t-shirt
into thin strips, dab one with dish detergent, and use it to "floss" between the
chain rings to remove grease. Hold a paper towel or the t-shirt under your chain
and put a drop of lube onto each link as you turn the crank. Wipe the chain
gently to remove excess.
3. Make sure your chain is "on" before riding. See the Bonus Link for how
to put it back on if it has fallen off without even getting your hands dirty (thanks
to RJ the Bike Guy).
Bonus Link
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Day 11: Q Is for Quick Release
We could all use a quick release, couldn't we? A bike's quick release,
however, isn't a laugh with a friend or some bike-inspired poetry (see Bonus
Link). It's a lever that lets you remove the wheels and seat easily. This may make
it possible to fit a bike (or two) in tight places, change flats, and change the seat
height when sharing a bike. (Note: not all bikes have these.)
You may not realize your quick release is loose or open. Therefore, before
riding:
1. Check that all your quick releases are closed.
2. To tighten a quick release, turn both the nut and lever at the same time
and keep testing to see when it's tight enough to close the lever. It should take a
firm push with your hand but not then be so tight you can't open it easily.
3. Make sure the levers are pointing to the back of your bike (and up a
bit), so they don’t get caught on anything.
Now, do a "quick check" little loop on your bike in a driveway or parking
lot to make sure your bike "feels right" and isn't making any new or weird
sounds. If things feel ok, you're good to go.
Bonus Link
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Day 12: While Riding
If you haven't ridden in awhile, you may be rusty. Spend a little time
getting the feel of riding again. (If you can't balance on a bike and pedal it, go to
https://www.google.com/search?
client=safari&rls=en&q=how+to+ride+a+bike&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8#kpvalbx=_
fDu0XtO2M6O5ggff0qbIAg81 and come back to this class when you are
comfortable doing so.)
1. Think about if you have any "baggage" related to bike riding. You'd be
surprised how many people do. It could have been a fall when you were a child,
s scary encounter, or something mean someone said about you. Many women I
meet stopped riding bikes because of these reasons. Let's not let them hold you
back any longer. (See Bonus Link.)
2. Choose a place away from motor vehicles. Practice getting on and off
your bike. If it's been years, you may not feel as agile as you used to. Tip: You
can lean the bike toward you to make it easier to get on.
3. They say you never forget how to ride a bike. See if that's true. Can you
start and stop? Can you steer? Can you turn? Tip: Put your right pedal in the 2
o'clock position to start. That's called the "power position."
Bonus Link
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Day 13: Bike Handling
Remember "hands on, hands off" in The Karate Kid movie when Mr.
Miyagi had Daniel do basic techniques? We're gonna do our own version of that
today. These will help you maintain control on roads or around people on trails.
Take your bike somewhere away from motor vehicles or too many people,
and then:
1. Ride your bike in a straight line. Try to do this really slowly if you want
to increase the difficulty! Then ride your bike in a circle, and finally a figure
eight. You can even put rocks or pine cones in your path and weave around
them as a challenge.
2. Practice letting go with one hand, and then the other (but not both at
the same time as legally you must always have one hand on the handlebars).
Glance over one shoulder, and then the other. Glance again, and twist even
farther. You may find this feels great — welcome to yoga on bike! Now, practice
shifting gears (see Bonus Link).
3. Squeeze just the right brake, and then both brakes (but never just the
left brake by itself because that one stops the front tire and you could flip over
it). Keep your fingers ready to brake at all times.
Bonus Link
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Day 14: Hazard Avoidance
Let's put your mind at ease right away. The majority of crashes are
avoidable. About half are caused by bike rider error, and about half by driver
error. We can eliminate bike rider errors. And we can anticipate common driver
errors and take defensive action to reduce their chances.
Let's own our power:
1. Ride in the direction of motor vehicle traffic. Ride with lights (front and
back, 500 lumen or more) in low-light or inclement weather. Use hand signals to
change lanes when clear to do so. Follow all traffic rules. Pass people on trails on
the left and use "audible signal" (ring a bell or say "on your left").
2. "Take the lane" (which means ride in the middle of the lane) when: the
road is too narrow for motor vehicle drivers to pass you safely (see Bonus Link
below); there is debris or other dangers on the far right; passing parked cars (so
you don't get "doored"); and preparing to make a left.
3. Be aware that most crashes caused by motor vehicles occur at
intersections. Watch out for drivers turning right ("right hooks") and turning left
across you ("left crosses"). Stay out of motor vehicle blind spots.
Bonus Link
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Day 15: Rules of the Road
Getting on a bike and claiming your equal space under the law can be
empowering. It can awaken or remind you of a force inside that, once
recognized, is truly unstoppable. On a bike, you are encouraged to:
1. Expect first come-first served treatment, even if you are going at a
slower pace than those around you. You do not have to cede your space to
anyone just because they are bigger, faster, or louder. (Ride on the right when
practicable).
2. Be conspicuous. Feel free to stand out and be noticeable. Wear bright
colors, carry an eye-catching bag across your body, put lights wherever you
want, and make yourself large at red lights (I typically put my feet down and my
hands on my hips in "superhero" position).
3. Be predictable. The more you communicate through steady handling
and signaling what your intended actions are, the more cooperative those around
you may become. "Hold you line" and don't zigzag. But let's not sugar-coat this.
Driver distraction, impairment, and road rage are real concerns, and that's not
your fault. Stay alert, and make any necessary changes you feel will improve
your safety.
Bonus Link
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Day 16: Tips and Tricks
Each time you ride your bike, you will add another tip and trick to your
lived experience. Here are some of mine:
1. First of all, have fun. Meet nice strangers. Pick berries. Explore. Eat the
doughnuts. Climb the big hill. Play public pianos (and xylophones! — see the
Bonus Link). Do "the nod" to fellow bike riders and "the wave" to pedestrians
and drivers who work in concert with you to share public space.
2. If you live somewhere with mass transit, carry a prepaid card or some
cash with you in case you get a flat or otherwise need to end your bike ride.
Add a back rack and panniers (or an old milk crate) to your bike so you can
transport stuff like groceries, school books, or found treasures (or try a cargo
bike or adult tricycle with a basket). Bring that multi-tool with you.
3. Always have an "out" in case you get followed or otherwise feel
threatened. Use your bike or u-lock as a shield, if necessary. Limit eye contact at
red lights (despite what others tell you) because that's when you're most likely
to get harassed. Consider letting someone know when you are out riding and
when you expect to return.
Bonus Link
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Day 17: After Riding
After riding, the temptation may be to toss your bike in the shed or ditch
the bikeshare bike and get on with your day. That time after riding, however, is
when you can set yourself and your community up for success tomorrow and
long-term. Here are some things to ponder:
1. How did my bike perform today? Does it need any repairs or
adjustments?
2. Is there anything I need that could help fit bike riding into my life
more? See Bonus Link for a wide range of advice from the People's Bike Czar of
NYC, Courtney Williams (who runs a consultancy named The Brown Bike
Girl) about biking during this global pandemic.
3. How do I feel (emotionally, physically, spiritually) after riding? Does
anything hurt? Did I have any realizations during my ride that feel important?
3. Did I encounter any challenges riding a bike in my community that
could be improved? All roads when bike riding tend to lead to city hall, and you
will most likely end up advocating for some improvements.
Bonus Link
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Day 18: Bike Care
We all need love — bikes, too! Get in the habit of storing your bike safely
(if somewhere public, secure with a u-lock and steel cable in a way that goes
through the frame and both wheels) and leaving it clean and ride-ready. Go to
your local bike shop for tune-ups and repairs as needed.
You may also want to see if there is a bike maintenance or repair class
offered near you or online — changing flats is fun! I've taken classes at REI and
I did some repairs at a bike cooperative (which you can usually do for free or a
nominal charge), many of which have hours exclusively for women (see Bonus
Link) . Occasionally, you may also want to pop on some music and:
1. Turn your bike over and balance it on its handlebars on the ground
outside somewhere away from traffic.
2. Cut a t-shirt into thin strips, dab them one at a time with dish detergent
or some other degreaser, and use them to "floss" between the chain rings to
remove grime.
3. Hold a paper towel or the t-shirt under your chain and drop bike lube
onto each link as you turn the crank. Wipe it off gently.
Bonus Link
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Day 19: Equipment Care
Who's got time to waste? Not you, right? If you get in the habit of keeping
all your bike stuff in one place, you won't have to search for anything when you
go to ride. This includes your helmet, rechargeable lights, panniers or other
carrying cases, locks, water bottle, any seasonal clothing you find helpful (hint:
wool is your new best friend), and if you wear a body camera (which I
recommend, if possible, but be aware if you break laws while riding, it could
work against you if there's a crash).
Some additional tips:
1. Recharge your lights immediately when you finish your bike ride so
they are always ready. (See the Bonus Link for the front light I bought and why
I use it during the day as well as at night — I think that light costs actually ten
bucks less now than when I bought it).
2. Wash your helmet in soapy water occasionally in the sink or bathtub.
3. Spray a graphited lock fluid in your bike lock's key entry occasionally
so that it doesn't jam on you at the worst possible time.
Bonus Link
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Day 20: Personal Care
Bike riding rocks. It burns calories, boosts metabolism, improves lung and
heart health, lifts your mood, strengthens muscles, and can save money. But it
can also make you sore in ways that may be a concern. Pay attention to your
body. Some discomfort may be from working unused muscles, but some can be
signs you need to change something.
1. If your knees hurt, your seat may be too low. If your hips hurt, your seat
may be too high. Try adjusting your seat accordingly and see if that helps.
2. If your hands hurt, your handlebars may need adjusting. If your butt
hurts, you may need a different saddle (look for one specifically designed for
women) or you may just need time for your muscles to strengthen (they will -you're on your way to a rock-solid butt if you keep riding).
3. If you come home feeling increased anxiety, you may want to reconsider
your route to reduce some of the stressors (most likely motor vehicles). You may
also find a longer in-person or online bike skills class useful. See the Bonus Link
for classes near you offered by my fellow League of American Bicyclists Cycling
Instructors.
Bonus Link
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Day 21: Community Care
When the rubber hits the road, you get it — what's right, what's wrong,
what could be better. This may inspire you to get involved locally, statewide or
even nationally to add your voice to positive change. Bottom line? Your lived
experience matters. Here's how:
1. Your local bike community needs you. See if your city has an online
reporting tool such as SeeClickFix for impediments such as debris in the road
and traffic lights that need adjustment to "recognize" bike riders. There may also
be a reporting tool for blocked bike lanes. Additionally, email your local city
leaders with concerns and suggestions and participate in community master
planning sessions. No mile of positive change "just happens" without community
involvement.
2. Your local and statewide bike advocacy groups can tap you into
additional policy and infrastructure initiatives and how you can help.
3. The League of American Bicyclists serves as a national advocacy and
education organization that does the heavy lifting on a wide variety of rubberhits-the-road issues that affect all of us. Consider joining.
Bonus Link
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Day 22: Bonus Resources
Thanks for joining me on this journey these past 21 days. I hope this is just
the beginning for you and that you'll be traveling at the speed of bike for years
to come. Stay in touch here and let me know how it goes! The final Bonus Link
includes additional resources you may also find helpful:
1. Videos (and more) showing on-the-road techniques including lane
changing, feathering your brakes on downhills, the Copenhagen turn, the Rock
Dodge, and the Quick Stop;
1. A link to more than 1,000 photos viewed from the handlebars that show
a wide variety of riding conditions and infrastructure that you may find helpful
in your advocacy efforts;
2. Links to additional online training tools from League of American
Bicyclists Cycling Instructors;
3. And a free look inside Traveling at the Speed of Bike: a quick-read
book about a woman — and a country — at a crossroads. It’s a memoir; it’s a
movement. And you’re invited along.
Trust the journey,
Pattie
Bonus Link
P.S. Subscribe to my blog, Traveling at the Speed of Bike. I add more
useful info regularly.
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